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About This Game

Want to see Grandma get hit by a Semi Truck? Make it happen
Want to see an old man walk into an exploding napalm canister? Make it happen

Want to see an F1 car slam through a cow and ploy through a TV? Make it happen

While in Early Access, the game will be updated largely based on the community.
Please post all of your wishlist items in the forum.

Game updates will be released daily Monday through Friday!

Build! Create! Let your imagination run wild!
Wrecked Destruction Simulator is the ultimate sandbox game.

The possibilities are endless!

Create ultimate mayhem in your Wrecked playground.
You have access to over 50 items including vehicles, people, props, and more!

Controls are simple.
Use the mouse and keyboard to select and place your items.

Adjust the position, angle, and speed.
When you're satisfied with your creation, hit the "run simulator" button and watch the mayhem ensue.
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There are an unlimited number of possibilities.
Watch as cars crumple, people fly, and parts tear across the asphalt.
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Title: Wrecked Destruction Simulator
Genre: Racing, Simulation
Developer:
TAS Systems
Publisher:
TAS Systems
Release Date: 16 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.4Ghz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 460 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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wrecked destruction simulator. wrecked destruction simulator steam. wrecked destruction simulator gameplay. wrecked
destruction simulator download

Research Research RESEARCH... If you are new and are trying to get a good start to the game and have not spend any money
on the game and want to take advantage of the 50% off winter sale... This is the DLC pack for you then (((NOTE: don't buy any
of these if they are not 50% off however)))...

After consider research and weighing the options of all the DLC, i wanted the biggest bang for my buck, and I found an Forum
post from here [ http:\/\/www.vvv-gaming.com\/forum\/topic\/60542-steam-dlc-packsare-they-worth-it\/ ] by Member named
"Blazek." He sums it all up nicely from somebody asking the Common question, "What's the best DLC to go with?" So here is
what he says in his post....

"""Personally I picked up the Elite pack for myself as it seemed like a good deal and I want to support the developers.

As far as if these packs are "worth it" i would say possibly. The Mercenary pack seems to be okay, 3500 galactic standards is
about $10 in game, so for an extra $10 you get a permanent 10% boost to rep gains (rep starts to take forever, so fairly useful),
Private Warehouse is 900 inventory, very handy to have unless you want to buy the space with ingame credits (which u can, but
it will likely cost a bit). and you get an extra loot scan after battle, which is kinda meh.

galaxy explorer is a step up with 10k galactic standards (not sure the equivilance off the top of my head) 10% rep and ship exp
(ship exp isnt that big of a deal atleast in tier 1&2) the 900 space warehouse, plus you get 2 free ships, not avalible any other
way (not horrible ships either) and then a few decals for your ships.

The Elite pack gives you 25k galactic standards (about $60-$65 worth) the exp and rep bonus, 900 space warehouse, 4 unique
ships (again, not really bad ships either) and 10 decals.

As far as the ships you get, they are equivilant to the ships you get at that level (so for example the wasp is equivilant to the
Dwarf 2) and they have about the same, if not exactly the same, amount of slots for mods, passives, etc. These ships also have
unique colors and generally look a bit different (some look like the next tier up). So the ships can be worth it, if you wish to save
around 850,000 ~ 2,000,000 per ship (depending which one we are talking about) The only disadvantage is they have the "basic"
special module, so for example the wasp has the basic micro-warpdrive, not the legion or warden versions.

So is it worth it? it can be if you wish to save time. It will prevent you from having to grind credits a bit, also keep in mind if
you wish to maintain a good income and rep gain you will need to renew your licence, which can be bought in different intervals
however i really wouldnt want to go for anything less than 3,000 galactic standards for 1 month as it starts costing quite a bit
more to maintain when bought in smaller intervals. You can also trade the galactic standards for credits (2,500 galactic standards
for 1,250,000 credits) and if you have mark 3 versions unlocked it is better to do this based on cost. Otherwise you can buy
mark 3 equivalent items without the reputation via galactic standards.""". As it currently is, I can't recommend it.

I absolutely love the concept, and when the gameplay is actually working, it's so fun to scale walls and reach the top. But half of
the stones that aren't climbable are exactly identical to the stones that are climbable. The game is very restrictive with what route
you can take; it doesn't seem like you're actually following pre-defined rules to climb the tower with your own route, it's more
like you're scouting out the route that the developers decided would be the one single way to climb the tower, and any other
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stones outside of that route are completely unresponsive to climbing.

This is all not to mention the horrendous movement system. I mean, I like the concept. It's a little cool to swing your arms as you
might in real life, all in order to move in the game. But no matter what you do, it feels like you're either sliding forward at a
breakneck speed, or wiggling around in place, moving slightly in a direction that you really don't wanna go. I've walked into
walls and been lazily teleported a few feet back numerous times, no matter how I try to use the movement controls. Simply
teleport locomotion is fine. Alternatively, using the trackpad for movement is fine. There's no need to have this fancy gimmicky
movement if it's going to so horrendously impact how easy it is to move around in a 3D space.

The climbing system is fun. The gripping system is not. In order to climb, you grip onto the stones of the outside wall, and pull
yourself up with that hand while grabbing onto the next ledge with your other hand. That's actually very fun. Except you're way
better off literally shoving your hand through the solid stone to be sure you'll grab it, rather than grabbing just the outside of the
stone and (nine times out of ten) randomly plummeting back down to the bottom because the game didn't register that you were
trying to grab the stone -- literally the only mechanic the game has to have working, and it's finnicky and frustrating to use.

I figured I would recommend this game even if it was just a little good because of the price tag. But after playing it, the
experience was just too unresponsive (and at times its controls were eye-rollingly ridiculous) to even merit a second attempt. I
wish all the best to the developers and I hope they can improve the game to make changing my review an inevitability. But holy
hell, is this annoying to play where it is.. great game needs more levels please update. It is so great. everyone needs to play this. i
super recomend playing it.. nice bgm, That’s really a steal.
好聽的音樂，便宜的價格. Intense. A lot of fun if you like top down shooters. The 360 degree twist on the old genre is awesome. Oh and
your not going to beat this in a couple of hours either. I'm certainly getting my monies worth.. Lovely ladies and grey morals are
exactly what I was looking for in a game!! Thanks!! <3
17?\/10. If you are fed up with intentionaly bad textured planes and not working knobs then this can be your last financial effort
to finally enjoy the money you have already spent in this BAD DOVETAIL steam adaptation of FSX.
I also would like to warn you that some of the 23 euros download contents, despite the price, have also not working systems due
to POOR EFFORT FROM DOVETAIL to have them working (or strong efforts to deteriorate everything in FSX). For example
this is the case for the radio and Nav knobs of the 23 euros pilatus PC-9A: you cannot change the frequency! Jjust a shame.
My conclusions are the following; Thumb up for the old flight simulator, thumb up for Piper -32R-301 Saratoga Add-on and
DEFINITIVELY THUMB DOWN FOR DOVETAIL, the purpose of which is to make maximun money with minimum efforts
from oldies and without even being able to do that correctely. Run AWAY if you see DOVETAIL!. This is a solid arcade racing
game. I gave season mode a try and it was pretty fun. Driving physics are better than I expected and the AI drivers were pretty
good themselves. I might try the online trials later but its pretty good for the price and is definitely worth it.
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I’m inexperienced Steam user and actually this is my first review here.
So, why do I think that ”GROOVY” is worth every cent of the price?
This is a catchy game that perfectly absorbed puzzle, strategy and action in one attractive pot.
I really never saw a similar game among platformers. Developers have managed to create two absolutely unique modes: third-
person Arcade and side-scrolling Survive.
Even if you’re not a fan of “Marble Madness”, “Ballance” or “Switchball” there are many reasons for taste “GROOVY”. There
are huge locations, a lot of levels and it’s really hardcore (for me truly hardcore started with level A-5 :)) But anyway levels are
pretty beatable, it’s not too difficult to get 2 stars, for example. However, if you want receive three, you should earnestly try and
create own strategy for every level. It’s possible, of course, but very-very difficult. It’s like: “You try, fail, try again, fail again,
and then try another one time, but fail again, TRY AND FAIL, TRY AND FAIL, but can’t stop until you get it!” :) Withal game
is really addictive and enjoyable.
Now a few words about game advantages.
“GROOVY” has got a truly superb graphics (glad that it runs on my far from the most powerful PC). Mechanisms, Groovy,
every levels detail, platforms are well-made and look literally amazing.
Physics of the ball deserves special compliments. Jumps, inertia, torque – that’s all implemented perfectly.
Music should liked by every person who like techno and electronic. It’s dynamic, in game style, doesn’t distracts and isn’t
annoying.
The system of customization of Groovy skins is remarkable, and I bet you’ll spend a lot of time changing the ball. Because you
can change everything! Texture, HUE, saturation, gloss, emissivity etc.
Finally I’d say that I played with controller and it works fine.

So, summing up:
+ Great graphics
+ Remarkable physics
+ Two radically different game modes
+ Large number of levels
+ Hardcore
+ Many gameplay hours
+ Cool music
+ Deep skin customization
+ 60 achievements
+ 12 languages are supported
+ Reasonable price
+ Controller support

Without doubt, “GROOVY” is one of the best platformer I ever met.
10/10!. A interesting work of Avante-Garde, Desert gunner is a shovelware title mostly taking place in what I can earnestly say
is the Middle East. It's graphics are ghastly and its gameplay repetitive. What I find interesting is its unbelievably hard difficulty.
Boasting 20 levels, yet I can not surpass the first one. For any collector of the shovelware kind, it is definitely a piece worth
getting.. Ossuary's description and video make it seem like a surreal\/creepy horror game, but the gameplay heavily detracts
from that feeling. You play as a person-like entity who wanders around and talks to other person-like entities. The unsettling
vibe is undercut by game-y, boring 'quests' where you talk to Person A, who tells you to talk to Person B on the other side of the
map, who then tells you to talk to Person C, then back to Person A. Then you are rewarded with an item that lets you talk to
Person D, and so on.

The sole mechanic in the game is using your Sins on different people to get the reaction you need to advance a quest. This is
interesting thematically but is actually just dressing for a very old adventure game mechanic. Corrupting a soul with the sin of
wrath is not fundamentally different from "USE [object] ON [subject]". Just as it does in adventure games, this boils down to a
trial-and-error system where you end up mindlessly using every sin on every character, as the puzzle's logic is skewed and often
only makes sense in retrospect.

Ossuary's story is its strongest asset. It has a good theme, coherent design, and well-executed characters. As a satire of 1st world
society it is a decent framework; unfortunately, the writing is weak. Much of it leans heavily on Discordian texts and similar
60's counterculture pseudophilosophies. This is what initially drew me to the game, being a fan of that sort of thing. But the
writing here is largely referential in nature and brings neither the wit nor the insight of the source material. It reads like a
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creepypasta Principia Discordia fanfic.

All in all, the biggest flaw in Ossuary is the tedious gameplay. The store page sells this game entirely on the ambience and
aesthetic, but you'll spend less time going "wtf that's messed up!!" and more time going "uuuuuuugghhhhh why do I have to
walk BACK to that guy". I give it a 2\/5 fnord.. As a beginner game developer. I can highly recommend this software to those
game developers who are looking for a tool to quickly market and develop their games.. It have some bugs and problems, Im
sure that some will be fixed and some will stay. But still it's the best motogp game in series - better graphic than 17, better
physics, sounds are also little bit more tweaked, AI is now fast, career mode look interesting. So if you like motorcycles/motogp
then go and buy it, but remember that it has some mistakes. :)

Airplanes and Cannons:
Check out the latest trailer showcasing our Airplanes and Cannons updates.

. 1.1 Released!:
Wrecked 1.1 is now available.

What's new?

- Updates and improvements to the car deformation
- Updates and improvements to the car weights and ragdolls
- New explosive types with destructible props
- Audio/Music volume slider

The next update will feature a new awesome cannon to add to the destruction!
Stay tuned!. Wrecked Released!:
Please post your comments and wishlist items in the message board.

This game will be updated daily Monday through Friday.
The updates will largely be based on your feedback.

Thank you for your support.. Wishlists and Ideas:
This will be a game in which updates are driven by the community.
Please post your wishlist items in the forum. This can include cars, props, and game additions/add-ons.

Thank you. Cannons are here! Update 1.2 Released!:
The new update features three types of cannons to cause mayhem and destruction with.

We've also updated the ragdoll and car physics, which now behave much more lifelike.

Lastly, we've included screams for the various "people" at your disposal in the game.

Happy Destruction!. Wrecked Best Video Contest! ($100 Prize):
Post your most hilarious and outrageous Wrecked videos on YouTube with the hashtag #wrecked

Our judges will rate the top videos here in the discussion forum.
The winner at the end of March wins the $100 cash prize.

Happy Destruction!
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